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ACCOUNTING ~N MEDICAL EQUIPMENT DEPOTS 
BY 

Major J. J. WIESE 
Royal Ar~y Medical Corps 

IN the Spring of 1942 following: an investigation of the procedures whi.ch 
then existed for dealing with the. provision, supply and depot accounting of 
medical equipment it was found ~ecessary to introduce changes to satisfy the 
,conditjons of war and the numerous new techniques with their consequential 
expansions in the range of medical equipment. And so it was that· a TPM 
from AM.D.l brought about my transfer from 214 Field Ambulance (56 
(London) Division) to the AM.D.3 centre dealing with medical equipment in 
all its many aspects, and I was to embark on an era of. experienc~ in this parti
cular subject, unique and withou~ parallel ill the Corps. 

On arrival at Hobart House I met some old friends which was, most 
encouraging, but first impressions of a new place or job are often misleading. 
So were mine when I found my place at what appeared to be the smallest 
size of taQle ever intended to act as a desk, then, after asking for mater.ials 
with whiCh to commence work 1 was reluctantly allocated op.e notebook; one 
pencil and one sheet of blotting paper. Pen and ink were not included as the 
p~rson responsible noticed I possesse<i a fountain pen! 

PRELIMINARY STAGES 

The tempo of work in'i\'.M.p:3 was high and after a brief introductiol) to 
my new task I had a bundle of files to reatl over and study. the background of 
the case which preoeded my posting. Within tforty-eight hours and with the 
hazie&t outline~ of the scheme ,ahead, I found myself being speeded off with a 
specialist Ordnance Officer and Major Bert Prince to ordnance depots, the Army 
Medical Store, Ludgershall, and several command medical stores to see the 
merits and demerits of accounting methods at.ea~h. Th((se visits were illuminat
ing, my hazy mind began to dear, and soon it became vividly apparent to me 
why changesin AM.D.3 and our hom~ medica:! store depots were essential. 

Internal changes were being developed in AM.D.3 to deal with increased 
contract work through 'the Ministry of Supply, the Lease-Lend programme ana 
Eastern Group (C.E.P.O.F.) supply. arrangements, which together with the 
additional maintenance of the United States, Canadian, French, Polish and 
other allied forces in the U.K. lef~ little in: the medical equipment sphere of 
problems that was not being encounteTed. Concurrently with these developments 
my special task showed that three basic problems would have to be overcome 
to achieve a reasonable modicum of succ;~ss in our depot accounting. Firstly, 
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J. J: Wiese 451 

an entirely new system of accounting was essential; secondly, the system would 
have to be introduced at depots and thirdly, but by no means the least 
important, a re-modelling of the P.L.M.E. must be put in hand. . 

THE ACCOUNTING . SYSTEM \ 

Agreement was reac;hed that our accounting system would be bas~d on the 
yisible card index method used in Ordnance depots; but modifi~d to suit special 
procedures connected with medical equipment. The study of uses and move
ments of each piece of paper connected with accounting in a depot is an experi
ence in itself, but to build up an accounting system from this study, with the 
elimination of every possible waste of effort and satisfying every transaction . 
from the placing of an order with a maker or agent and eventual delivery of ' 
the article to ,the depot and onward issue to a unit, stocktaking and audit of the 
depot records, gave me a completely new outlook on these backwoods of oUT 

. service. In addition it made me realistically .aware of the value of the varied 
collection of forms and the importance attaching to the meticulous compilation 
of each, starting wit~ the humble unit indent. However, a system was devised 
and worked out in detail while a team of 6 R.A.M.C. clerks was collected and' 
given basic training at an ordnance depot, so that they could be attached to a 
medical store depot and effect the change-over in a~counting without inter
ruption of normal work, ·then instruct the depot staff until they could carry on 
withou.t the team. 

A radical change at medical stores depots was obvious and almost certain 
to meet with opposition: The method of approach and encouragement of a 
depot staff to ,Participate whole-heartedly in this "revolutionary idea"was the 
first trying round, but once won the rest of the contest ran in our favour without 
exception. 

• THE GUINEA-PIG 

With the system ready and the. team trained in the principles but without 
actual experience it was decided to select the Command Medical Store, Warring
ton, as the guinea-pig. This depot was chosen .because it'was of moderate size 
Fith ,a large geographical scope of supply ,to medical and dental, units .of every 
size and variety; and stocktaking had been pronounced "impossible" since the 
()utbreak of war, when the depot formed at Peninsular Barracks and had later 
moved to a new site near Bank Quay Station~ The Warrington' experimen~ 
provided the essential practical experience for the team, and having established 
imd proved the new system it was most encouraging and gratifying to find it 
wo~ked smoothly. Still better it was not only accepted by the depot staff bu~ 
later'on it was lauded as a method to solve the accounting difficulties previously 
suffered. . 

" ,.A NEW STORE , 

By.this time a new army medical' store was in t~e process of being organized 
and established at W,alton, Liverpop1. At' this depot we were to have an a~ded 
experiment but not without doubts as to the healthy development of our 
weaning l:Jabe. The team moved to Walton whilst the depot was rapidly filling 
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452 Accounting in Medical Equipment Depots 

up with medical equipment' at a greater speed than staff ,to deal with it,b~t 
that was only part of the difficulty. The depot was immediately called upon 

,to supply the majority of maintenance needs of medical equipment for the 
North Africa campaign which was now in full swing. The pressure of out
ward supply became, so acute that loaded incoming rail wagons were held 
at the sidings whilst depot staff checked the contents, then re-stencilled bales 
and cases in the wagons to allow of complete consignments being re-directed 
to, ports of shipment. Even sO the team ,and depot staff faced the siWation, 
overcame these teethIng troubles, and instituted the new accounting system with 
complete success. ',Later on this'depot employed a high percentage of A.T.S. 
and was the birthplace of the trade "Storewoman, technical (R.A.M.C duties)." 

/ , . 

PROGRESS , 

, Command medical ,stores at Worcester,Harefield, Aldershot,Maidstone, 
Kimbolton, Nottingham, Keighley and Edinburgh were visited by the team 
and each successfully converted to the new accounting system. Some depots 
were overcrowded and working under difficulties which reduced the1:( efficiency. 

I These were given special attention. Improvements in layout! re-orientation of 
stock and office accommodation did not make them ideal but desirable benefits 
were created to minimize the man-handling ,of all goods entering, housed, and 
leaving the depots.' " 

Both during and after completion of the change at each depot, close 
interest and liaison were maintained to find the answer to new problems arising, 
ensure that progress, continued and to acquaint the team with details of every 
snag to equip them for the major task still tobe carried out at the Army Medical 
Store, Ludgershall. At the same time the P.L.M.E. was being dissected, sifted, 
sorted, rearranged, . items numbered and priced, but the acute paper shortage 
(this still seems to exist!) demanded the revised publication in. 1944 being con- ' 
densedto the, previous size which was disappointing but unavoidable .. 

TH~ LUDGERSHALL DEPOT 

The team moved to Ludgershall ,and set about their job at this depot in good 
spirit and with complete confidence. After the long preliminary detailprepara
tion the change in accounting was successfully ,accomplished, without the loss 
of one working day, although the assembly of field medical equipment, A.F. I 
1248 equipmentsand world-wide maintenance was still proceeding at full 
presspre. . ' '. " 

With work completed at Ludgershall the team was soundly experienced 
in the new accounting but changing conditions prevented their services being 
retained as a team for this special work, and it was not long before they were 
,lost to the Corps as their age and service groups came forward under the release 
scheme. 

CONCLUSION 

The new accounting introduced many terms such as "Control nurnbert 
"Average monthly issue rate," "Due in," "Due out," "Monthly maintenance 
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J. J. Wiese 453 

figure," "Provision signal," etc. Medical and dental units have now becorpe 
familiar with them also· with changes in old-established Army forms and the 
forms we adopted from the Ordnance supply services. , 

There is no finality io the study of unit and depot accounting. The most 
practical or perfect looking scheme, especially when dependent on human 
efficiency or manual operation, is always open to improvement. Many seemingly 
short-cut's at th€ unit end of accounting are impracticable when investigated 
and found not to dovetail' into depots' procedures having much wider compli
cations and conditions to satisfy. 

I would like to/add my tribute to those who helped me and I hope they are 
enjoy-ing health and success' in their civil occupations. Also, I must add that 
the clerical and store wOmen of the A.T.S. employed in our home depots did 
magnificent work of an extremely high standard. The success of, these girls 
<;ornpletely nonplussed and deflated many old timers who considered a medical 
store to be a holy place for men only. . . 

Old place uames and titles· have been retained in this article so that readers .' 
who may have contributed to the birth and growth of my "baby" may recall" 
their own experiences. Reflection on the trials, tribulations and eventual 
success of the sclleme fills me with a particular satisfaction and a desire to help 
in bringing about further improvements which may simplify but fortify 
accounting procedures for medical equipment, until it is a subject dev6id 
of the horrors it has held for so long . 

. APPENDIX 
Explanation of abbreviations-

A.F. I 1248 The Army Form I 1248 is a book laying down the authorized b~sic scale of 
medical equipment for a medical or dental unit of a field force. There is 
a series of ,these books, each being appropriate to one type of unit, e.g. A.F. 
I 1248-3' is the scale for a casualty clearing station. 

A.M,D.3. The branch of the Army Medical Department, War Office, responsible f~or 

A.T,s. 
G.E.P.O.F. 
P.L.M.E. 

T.P.M. 

, provision and supply of medical equipment and all .related questions such 
as depot organization, accounting, etc. 
Auxiliary Territorial Service. 
Central Provision Office of the Eastern Group in India '(now extinct). 
Priced List of Medical Equipment. A catalogue showing each item of 
medical equipment normaHy available for military medicaI and dental units. 
Teleprint message (or signal). 

Brief outline of the visible card. index accounting system: 

/ A method using 8 in. x 5 in. account cards in place of the old ,large loose-'leaf ledgers, 
which were bound in heavy protective covers. • . 

The cards, one for each item, are fitted imo holders of the pocket type and these 
are arranged in trays in alphabeticall sequence by sections of the P.L.IM.E. and in such' 

.an order that, although the cards overlap, the Section, St'ock Number and Nomenclature 
of the item, on each card in a tray is vis~ble.When a card is filled on both sides it is 
removed, the stock balance entered on a new ca·rd and this is fitted in the space where 
the completed card was held. The old card is filed, again in· the same alphabetical order, 
in. a "d·ead" box to await audit. 

The trays hold 70 cards each and are housed horizontally in steel cabinets with 
drop fronts. Cabinets are in sizes to hold 12 or 16 traY's (a total of 840 or 1,120 account 
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454 / Accounting m Medical Equipment Depots 

cards); they can be locked and are fireproof. The number of cabinets required are 
atranged on tables or stands and the clerk is oonveniently seated in front so that any 
tray can be withdrawn, the card l'equired "flicked" up with a finger and posting entries 
made as necessary. This manipulation is speedy and elimina:tes the fatigue and 'incon
venience associated with handling heavy ledgers and searching for folios. 

Issue vouchers are prepared showing the articles and quantity of e'ach to be supplied. 
Pertinent details, i.e. date; control number, quantity and stock balance, are then entered 
on the relevant account cards constituting a pre"posting transaction. By this method 
the physical stock available immediately after each voucher is entered is visible on the 
card. When the voucher is cOffi'Rletely posted it is released to the storehouse for selection, 
packing and despatch of the goods. 

Post-posting of issues in the old type loose-leaf ledgers, resulted in delays of days, .or 
even weeks, after the goods had been removed from stook, consequently the ledger stock 
figures were outdated and did not reflect the true situation. 

This note does not embrace the many other transactions met with in depot accounting, 
They are" however, methodically WOven into the procedure and designed to save time 
and labour in the ,working of a depot and a!rising out of that the despatch of goods to 
consumers in the shortest possible time. 
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